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Filter purpose - The Bleach Bypass filter simulates the effect of processing color 
film and bypassing the Bleach chemistry step.

The starting image (top right) is overly saturated & detailed. It was elected to better 
illustrate the Low Saturation & High Contrast results attributable to this filter.



This fairly typical default result at the right shows the reduced saturation & increased 
contrast properties of this filter. However, it also shows another typical default result 
which is problems in the highlights & shadows (note the histogram). We’ll illustrate 
how to deal with this.

As shown above, the Bleach Bypass filter has four sliders -

• Brightness – Controls the overall lightness of the image

• Saturation – Controls the overall vibrancy of colors by increasing or decreasing 
saturation throughout the image

• Global Contrast – Controls the overall contrast throughout the image

• Local Contrast – Creates contrast within objects, accentuating details

Bleach Bypass starting default screen & settings



Before going further, look at the histogram for the default setting with this image. It shows that are problems with about -

• 12% of the highlights

• 3% of the shadows

Something needs to be done, especially with the highlights. That’s where we’ll begin (this is a fairly typical starting point & problem for this filter).



You might be tempted to start by adjusting the Brightness slider. That might help with Highlights but, at the same time, may make the shadows even worse.

The best answer is Global Contrast. Why? Think about what high contrast means in terms of the histogram -

• High Contrast implies a wide tonal range.

Well, a wide tonal range – too wide – is exactly the problem here. The slider that adjusts the overall tonal range is Global Contrast and that’s where we need to begin as 
shown below.

Both the highlight and shadow problems have been greatly reduced by reducing the Global Contrast setting. This is especially shown in the right side of the sky as compared 
to the default.

This gives us a good starting point (maybe even ending) for the remaining adjustments.



The above image isn’t bad and we could even stop there. Here’s an illustration of some minor “tweaking” of the other three sliders.

We haven’t done much damage to the previous step’s H/S values of 0.2/1.2

They’re now 0.28/1.88



If we want, we can reduce the totally blown highlights and totally blocked shadows to 0 using the Protect H/S sliders as illustrated next. This probably isn’t needed but serves 
to illustrate the possibilities of H/S protection (with almost all of the filters, not just this one).

We’re down to 0.15% of highlights and 0.49% of shadows with at least some detail

• - and zero that are totally blown or blocked.

Make it a habit to open the histogram anytime you’re working on an image in CEP (default is closed). Watching changes to the histogram is usually more helpful than looking 
for changes in the image itself. Learn to love it – the histogram is your friend both on your camera and in post.



For a wrap up, here’s the before/after screen shot.


